The acute effects on morbidity and mortality of extreme episodes of particulate air pollution have been well documented by the 1952 London fog and other air pollution disasters (1). In more recent times, acute health effects have been associated with fluctuations in particulate air pollution well within the Environmental Protection Agency standards for the United States (2, 3) . Substantial evidence has accumulated over the last decade in support of associations of daily levels of air pollution with mortality counts and with measures of morbidity. The American Thoracic Society (4, 5) , and Dockery and Pope (6) provide overviews of this new literature.
Samet et al. (7) have conducted re-analyses and have critically evaluated the pioneering work by Schwartz and Dockery (8) and largely confirm an acute association between mortality and particulate air pollution.
Nevertheless, uncertainty remains regarding the public health implications of these findings. First, controversy remains about whether a single constituent of air pollution is responsible for the increased mortality and morbidity or whether the adverse health effects are caused by combined actions of multiple pollutants (9) . Even if a single constituent of the mix of pollutants in urban air, for example small particles, is largely responsible for increasing morbidity and mortality, a second question arises: is the increase in mortality only among extremely frail individuals whose remaining life expectancy would be short, in the absence of pollution? That is, are only a small number of total days of life lost from pollution, or are individuals dying who would otherwise have survived for substantial periods? The possibility that only extremely frail individuals die from exposure to air pollution has been termed the "harvesting" hypothesis (10), a phenomenon also referred to as mortality displacement".
One approach to investigating the possibility that only frail individuals are affected by air pollution uses a compartmental model (11) . In the simplest frailty model, the death process is assumed to have two steps. First, an individual moves from a relatively healthier population into a very frail subgroup from which all mortality occurs. In the second transition, persons in this frail pool die; the risk of dying increases at higher pollution levels. If the size of the pool of the frail persons is small, then the mean residency time in the frail condition is short, regardless of the exposure to pollution. In this case, harvesting can occur because persons in the frail pool have a short life expectancy in the absence of pollution. On the other hand, if the size of the frail population is large, the mean residency time in the frail state is relatively long, so that pollutioncaused deaths substantially shorten life. More realistic extensions of this simple two-compartment model, for example to include three states: healthy, diseased and highly frail, can be developed but they would capture the harvesting principle in a similar way.
The evidence available in mortality time series data to assess whether harvesting occurs is in the pattern of mortality following days with a large number of deaths. If the frail subpopulation is small and if deaths can occur only from this pool, then the number of deaths on a day after a pollution event will be smaller than expected because the previous high mortality depletes the pool of at-risk frail individuals. Hence, we would expect a negative auto-correlation between the number of deaths on a day after a pollution episode and a day before that episode (12) .
A few investigators have developed statistical models using the ideas above to estimate the size of the frail population and the expected days of life lost due to exposure to air pollution. Spix et al. (11) proposed a one-step Markov chain model, and demonstrated that the pollution relative risk estimates from Poisson regression are biased about 10%-30% by harvesting. Smith (13) used a two-compartment model as described above with the additional assumption that both the risk of becoming frail and the risk of death may depend on air pollution.
In this paper, we take a different approach to the harvesting issue. Rather than attempting to estimate directly the degree of harvesting, we propose a class of estimators of the pollutionmortality association that is resistant to shorter-term harvesting. That is, we propose an approach that ignores the information in the time-series data in which short-term harvesting would influence the mortality-pollution association. With this approach, pollution relative risks are close to unity if the association is due to harvesting alone. The method is based upon partitioning both the pollution and mortality time series data into components with variation occurring at different time scales and then relying on the longer-term components to estimate the effect of pollution on mortality.
First, we propose a simple, two-compartment model for harvesting and demonstrate that harvesting produces correlations between mortality and pollution data that are non-negligible only at short time scales. Then we review briefly an approach to time series modeling of the mortalityair pollution association that gives separate estimates of the pollution effect at different time scales. This "frequency domain log-linear regression" is described in detail by Kelsall et al. (14) .
We then propose a harvesting-resistant estimator that sets aside the short-term associations that are subject to the influence of harvesting. Further, we apply this methodology to the analysis of particulate air pollution and mortality for data from Philadelphia for the period 1974-1988, which were previously analyzed by several investigators (9, 15) .
A Simple Model for Harvesting
The simplest model that captures the harvesting phenomenon is based upon the assumption that individuals in the general population transition into a very frail subgroup, and that deaths only occur from among the frail subpopulation. This idea can be implemented in the following difference equation N t = N t-1 -D t-1 + I t where N t is the size of the frail population; I t is the number of new persons from the general population who become frail at the start of day t; D t is the number of deaths, and x t is the pollutant value for day t. This equation simply states that the frail population on day t comprises those frail individuals less the number of deaths from the previous day plus the newly frail. Hence on days following a large number of deaths, the very frail population at high risk of pollution-induced death is reduced and fewer deaths can result.
Given N t frail persons on day t, we assume that each person independently experiences a daily hazard of death λ t , where the log-odds of death depends linearly on the pollution value x t .
Finally we assume that there is an effectively infinite total population and that, the number of persons I t that enter the frail subpopulation at the starts of day t follows a Poisson distribution with mean .05 for all scenarios. These data were generated using for x t the total suspended particles series from Philadelphia for 608 days during the period 1980 to 1994 with 100 repetitions to create the simulated series of length 60800. Figure 1 displays the association, as measured by the squared correlation (coherence), between the number of deaths (square root transformed) D t and particle measurements x t as a function of time-scale, for the three harvesting scenarios. These plots were generated by crossspectral analysis (17) . Note that in all three situations the correlation becomes non-negligible only at time scales that are less than about twice the mean residence time (MIRT). Hence, we see that harvesting induces association between mortality and pollution only at shorter time scales.
In the next two sections, we review our approach to estimating the mortality-pollution association separately at multiple time scales and then adopt the approach to produce harvestingresistant estimates of pollution relative risks that ignore the short-term information that can be influenced by harvesting.
Frequency Domain Log-Linear Regression
The main idea of FDLLR is to decompose both the air pollution series x t and the mortality series (here after referred to as y t ) into distinct component series x kt and y kt , one pair for each of many distinct time scales k and to calculate the association separately between x kt and y t for each time scale. 
Harvesting-resistant estimates of mortality-pollution relative risk
As we demonstrated above, harvesting will only affect β κ s for large k, say k > K. Under the hypothesis that harvesting is the only cause of the pollution-mortality association, we would expect β κ to be near zero at low frequencies (k small) and to increase in absolute value towards higher frequencies (shorter time scales). A plot of β κ versus k is therefore informative with regard to the harvesting hypothesis. We can also calculate a single harvesting-resistant estimator of β by taking an appropriately weighted average of the β κ s for 1 < k < K, ignoring information at higher frequencies. The estimator is specifically defined as: Many pollution-mortality analyses use daily time-series data (15) . With series of n days, the possible values of k range from one to n/2 complete cycles in n days corresponding to frequencies: one cycle in n days to one cycle in two days. We seek a harvesting-resistant estimator that ignores β κ s corresponding to periods shorter that about twice the mean residence time in the frail state. We showed above, that under a simple model, the pollution-mortality associations are negligible at the remaining time scales when harvesting is the only source of this association.
When our harvesting-resistant estimator is applied to the simulated data with K corresponding to twice the mean residence time, the estimated pollution effect is close to 0 in all three cases. Table 2 shows the fraction of the total frequencies corresponding to the shorter-time scales that must be ignored to protect against harvesting for various values of the mean residence time in the frail state given daily time series data. A large fraction of the available information is affected by harvesting. Nevertheless, the remaining information at the longer frequencies can be used to estimate the pollution-mortality association without being biased by short-term harvesting as illustrated for Philadelphia below.
Application to Philadelphia data
To illustrate our method we consider mortality and air pollution in Philadelphia for the years 1974-1988. The data set is the same as that used by Samet et al. (15) . In addressing the harvesting question we implement our FDLLR while adjusting for temperature and dew-point, and longer-term trends associated with factors such as changes in medical practice, demographics and influenza epidemics. The adjustment is actually implemented using smoothing splines (18) with 6 degrees of freedom for temperature and dew point and with 90 degrees of freedom for time, respectively. The adjustment is similar to but not identical to those by Samet et al. (18) who used 120 degree of freedom for time and included day of the week as well.
Our goal is to calculate estimates of the pollution-mortality association in time series data that sets aside (ignores) information affected by harvesting. We first apply the frequency domain regression methods that estimate the pollutant/mortality association separately at each time scale.
On the left of Figure 3 we show the time-scale-specific estimates of the mortality relative Note that the pattern in the left panel is the opposite of the expectation under the harvesting hypotheses. The pollution relative rate is substantially different from zero at low frequencies, and in fact, decreases rather than increases toward shorter-term frequencies. Hence the "harvesting" only hypotheses is inconsistent with the Philadelphia data. The harvestingresistant estimators corresponding to mean residence times of 2 and 4 days are .022 (95 % Cl .012 to .032) and .024 (95 % CI .015 to .033), respectively indicating that the association between total suspended particles and mortality reflects factors other than harvesting alone.
Discussion
The method we present can be approximated by using filtering techniques to split the pollutant and mortality time series into components having variations on distinct time-scales as was done in Figure 2 . A log-linear regression of the component mortality on the corresponding component pollution series could be performed to obtain a separate relative-risk estimates for each component pair. Our method has the advantage of giving relative-risk estimates that are continuous functions of time-scale rather than providing only a few discrete values. It also provides valid confidence intervals that are not directly available from log-linear regression programs.
In the current implementation of our harvesting-resistant estimator, we fix the time lag between the pollution-exposure and mortality, rather than estimate it from the data. Hence it is advisable to consider multiple, reasonable lags. For Philadelphia, the results were qualitatively the same when the total suspended particles was lagged 0, 1, 2 or 3 days.
In gauging the public health significance of the evidence from the daily time-series studies, we find that the extent of harvesting has been a major point of controversy. With little evidence of significant life shortening, the findings from the time-series studies may not warrant a regulating response. In the recent standard-setting process for particulate matter, two cohort studies have 
